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Application letter

Amsterdam, the Netherlands
February 2015

Dear professor Li Jun (Legend) and respected
other interested persons
Herewith I feel honored to express my humble desire to
add with my educational and research expertise to your
highly impressive and prestigious new Shanghai
International College of Fashion and Innovation.
During the last three years I have had the pleasure of
working already with Donghua students and professors,
both from CIP and from the Fashion Department. For me it
has been a great learning experience to delve deeper into
the creativity and innovativeness of Donghua students. I
sincerely hope you consider me worthy of adding to their
knowledge and professional growth as a professor at your
prestigious University with all the skills and competences
that I have gathered internationally over the decades.

In my professional life I have always aimed to make my
students – but also the teachers and professors I work
with – more trend- and innovation-sensitive. Because I
think that we need these skills and capacities in the 21st
Century more than anything else. The international Cool
City Hunt research project I conduct worldwide must be
proof of this ambition and desire. In this
– awarded – research I work with over 25 universities on
four continents.
My deep and committed wish is to be, as a professor, an
inspiring part of the Donghua community in general and of
your exciting new initiative in particular.

In the Netherlands I have been and still am a professor
in Trendwatching and Innovation. We are living in a Flat
World in which competition is more fierce and more
international than ever before. All over the world
universities, cities, regions and nations are competing.
They are competing either on ‘working very hard, very long
hours for not so much money’. Or they are competing on
being more creative and innovative than the competition.
All over the world universities, cities, regions and nations
are doing their utmost and hoping that the next-generation
Steve Jobs and the next-generation Jack Ma will be
working already in a ‘garage’ close by.

Prof. dr Carl Rohde
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Application letter

I have taken the liberty to apply to the position of a
professor at Shanghai International College of
Fashion and Innovation in the more or less original form of
this document.
I have asked professional experts from all over the world to write letters of recommendation for
me. These letters come from four continents and have been written by respected authorities from the
academic world, the business world and – to a lesser degree- from the worlds of government.
I have made a map of the world on which you can see where these authorities are located, including a
quote from their letters of recommendation.
Also I have added a list of universities and polytechnics I have worked with over the last five year, both
on a research level and on an educational level.
Further I present the assembled letters of recommendation in this document.
Last but not least, I have ‘decorated’ this document with pictures of the students and teachers I have
had the honor to work with, including some I have already learnt to know at Donghua University. But
also with fashion pictures that were outcomes of the research I was so fortunate to conduct with
them.
Herewith I express my deep wish to become a devoted
and passionate professor, under your guidance, at your
fascinating new fashion initiative at Donghua University.
With due respect
Prof. dr Carl Rohde

Prof. dr Carl Rohde
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Summary
I hope you allow me the freedom to let the gathered letters of recommendation speak for themselves rather than me
speaking for myself.
When reading the letters of recommendation three (plus one) main characteristics of my work come to the fore, which I
politely want to emphasize here.

1

A substantial amount of the letters of recommendation stress the international scope and reputation of my
research and educational work. I agree with this and would love to broaden and deepen both my network and
reputation for the Donghua University community and as a member of this community.

2

A substantial amount of the letters of recommendation stress my capacities to combine academic work and
insights with a practical, business perspective. On both dimensions trendwatching and innovation are the core.

3

Also stressed in several letters of recommendation: the inspirational characteristics of my lessons and
presentations.

4

Last but not least, several letters of recommendation mention my awards as Trendwatcher of
the Year in the Netherland (2011 and 2012) and as professor Applied Science of the Year (2012 and further).

May I express my gratitude to all the honorable writers of these letters of recommendation.
Three of them I want to thank extra, due to their worldwide status.
Academics: prof. dr. Anton Hemerijck - with his honorable position at the London School of Economics.
Business: Joe Pine - his concept of The Experience Economy, had earned him a place in the top 100s of the
most influential business thinkers of the 20th Century.
Governance: prof. dr. Jacqueline Cramer, former Minister of the Environment, the Netherlands.
I would love and be honored to apply these skills, competences and knowledge kits for Shanghai International College of
Fashion and Innovation.

Prof. dr Carl Rohde
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THE INTERNATIONAL COOL CITY HUNT PROJECTS
The international scope and reputation of my work as a
professor Trendwatching and Innovation is dominated by
the research I conduct under the name of the International
Cool City Hunt projects.
For these projects I have worked with over 25 universities
and polytechnics worldwide – and still growing. Donghua
University has done four pilots already with regard to
participating in the International Cool City Hunts projects.
At CIP Yiling Ge was the inviting person in charge. At
Fashion Donghua it was Cao Xiaojie.
Aim of the projects is to raise the trends-sensitivity and
innovation-sensitivity of the participating professors,
teachers and students. Plus enhancing their analyzing
capacities. ‘Teaching the teachers’ is a usual part of the
projects.
After an inspiring presentation of international,
branch-specific trends, students are invited and coached
to become ‘trend watchers’ themselves. They are taught to
‘hunt’ and observe, to document and analyze their most
interesting and coolest Seed of the New - within the
inspiring context of the presented trends. In the
International Cool City Hunts projects we use the word
cool because the whole world understands the word. Of
course, we must add to the word a workable operational
definition:

The students go on ‘cool hunt’ over a period of at least
several weeks. Each week they gather and document their
coolest Seeds of the New. They discuss them amongst
each other and with their teachers and professors in class.
They rate and comment them on importance and Future
Growth Potential. They also upload them on protected virtual workspaces where all the gathered material is at the
disposal of all involved 24/7/365.
The gathered collection of Seeds of the New represent the
raw material of the research outcomes of the
International Cool City Hunts projects. When systematized
and analyzed, in methodologically thorough manners, the
material shows what is next to the future of a branch, an
industry, a field of interest. What are the next generations
of validated trends.
Last but not least, the newly generated validated trends
form the fertile soil to build creative and innovate concepts
on.

attractive and inspiring with Future Growth Potential.

Prof. dr Carl Rohde
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Universities

Shanghai Institute of Technology
(SIT)

Hongik University

Thompson Rivers University

Chandigar Group of Colleges

Puc University

ESAMC University

USP University
Sao Paulo, Brazil

EPHEC

Brussels, Belgium

Tashkent University

Bashkent University

Kultur University

Belarus State University,BSU

Istanbul, Turkey

Minsk, Belarus
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Universities

Milan, Italy

ETIC, INP, Guardia Polytechnic, Lisbon Polytechnic Institute

Escola Superior de Comunicacao
Social

The Hague/ Amsterdam, the Netherlands

University of Amsterdam

University of Maastricht

Maastricht Hotel Management School
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Eindhoven, the Netherlands

Moscow State University of
Culture and Art

American University Cairo

Dongguk University
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Finance
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Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Russian Federation

Mexico City, Mexico

Lisbon, Portugal
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Cairo, Egypt

Philippines

Milan, Italy

Seoul, Korea

Universidad Pais Vasco
Bilbao, Spain
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Universities

Universidad da Coruña

Instituto Polytechnico de Setubal

Emlyon Business School

Institut Paul Bocuse

Ecully, France

Ecully, France

Universidad de Sevilla

Izmir University of Economics

USIL

A Coruña, Spain

Portugal

Turkey

Lima, Peru

Università Commerciale
Luigi Bocconi

Group IGS

University of Stavanger

St. Pol polytechnic

Paris, France

Stavanger, Norway

HaagaHelia University

The American University of Paris

Escuela Goymar Galicia

Politecnico di Milano

Spain

France

Spain

Helsinki, Finland

Milan, Italy

St. Pol, Catalunia, Spain

Milan, Italy
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Ad Smits
Hotelmanagement School Maastricht, Maastricht, Netherlands
www.hotelschoolmaastricht.nl
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Albert Booij
CEO and founder of Speakers Academy
www.speakersacademy.com
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Anton Hemerijk
VU (Vrije Universiteit) Amsterdam,
London School of Economics
www.vu.nl / www.lse.ac.uk
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Anton Hemerijk
VU (Vrije Universiteit) Amsterdam,
London School of Economics
www.vu.nl / www.lse.ac.uk
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Antonio Peres
CEO Produto do ano
(product of the year)
www.produtodoano.com
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Cao Yang
shanghai institute of technology
www.sit.edu.cn
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Studio Zeitgeist

Prinsengracht 1 – 1015 DK – Amsterdam
The Netherlands
0031 6 28242047
farid@studiozeitgeist.eu
VAT registration no: 8182.80.165
Chamber of commerce: 34144497

To:

Farid Tabarki
Studio Zeitgeist
www.studiozeitgeist.eu

Donghua University

Date: 23rd of January 2015
Topic: Recommendation Mr Carl Rohde
Dear Sir, Madam,
I am writing to you to recommend Mr Carl Rohde wholeheartedly for the
position of Professor at Dunghua University in Shanghai.
Please allow me to first introduce myself.
My name is Farid Tabarki, and I am an acclaimed researcher of the zeitgeist,
as well as a trendwatcher. As the founder and director of the company Studio
Zeitgeist, I focus on shifts in society and economics in writings, oral
presentations and advisory activities. Among the concepts I research are
radical transparency, radical decentralization and the liquid society. I won the
national title of Trendwatcher of the Year in 2012-2013, and I have
consistently featured on the list of the most influential Dutch people since
2013 by the national newspaper De Volkskrant – on that list, I am the only
person under 40 years of age. I am a columnist to the national newspaper
Financieele Dagblad (‘Financial Daily’), writing about financial and economic
issues, the corporate sector and societal trends. My client base consists of
the corporate, financial, governmental, cultural, civil, as well academic
sectors, including e.g. Deloitte, Samsung, Philips, ABN AMRO, several
government ministries, museums and (professional) universities.
I have worked with Carl Rohde on an extensive scale. Together we have
conducted trend research in cities around the world. And we have developed
innovative concepts together and cooperated on various consulting projects.
Also, we have often presented at each other’s business conferences and
seminars.

1
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Studio Zeitgeist

Farid Tabarki
Studio Zeitgeist
www.studiozeitgeist.eu

I have come to know Mr Rohde as a very sharp conceptual and analytical
thinker, able to sift through enormous quantities of information and selecting
the absolute best from it, thus able to give very relevant academic, social
and commercial insights into a broad range of subject matter. With his
admirable skills set, he is able to present, and communicate about, his
findings both in writing and through oral presentation in the most eloquent
and convincing manner. His insights often lead to smart opportunities for new
and existing businesses. He is, in other words, a resourceful researcher, an
inspiring teacher, and a creator of (commercial) value and a reciprocal
collaborator. I have always been, and will continue to be, more than happy to
work together with Mr Rohde for one of his many clients in Europe, and in the
future, hopefully, in China.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions you might have.
Yours sincerely,

Mr Farid Tabarki
Founder and CEO, Studio Zeitgeist

2
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Goos Eilander
Trendbox BV.
www.trendbox.nl
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Guillhermo Graglia
San Ignacio de Loyola
www.usil.edu.pe
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Guillhermo Graglia
San Ignacio de Loyola
www.usil.edu.pe
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Guy Brandenbourger
PriceWaterhouseCoopers
www.pwc.com
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Hans Adriaansens
University College Roosevelt
www.ucr.nl
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Ivan Babic
GREY group
www.grey.com

Prof. dr Carl Rohde
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Jaqueline Cramer
Cramer Milieuadvies

Prof. dr Carl Rohde
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January 19, 2015
To Whom It May Concern:

Joe Pine

I am an author, speaker, and management advisor. After working at IBM for 13 years
(helping the Rochester, Minnesota facility win the prestigious Malcom Baldrige National
Quality Award, I co-founded Strategic Horizons LLP to help companies conceive of new
ways of creating economic value. I have been a Visiting Professor at the University of
Amsterdam and a Visiting Scholar at MIT.

Strategic Horizons Llp
www.strategichorizons.com

I specialize in helping business executives see the world differently my many books,
beginning in 1993 with the award-winning Mass Customization: The New Frontier in
Business Competition and in 1999 the best-selling The Experience Economy: Work Is
Theatre & Every Business a Stage, which was named one of the 100 best business
books of all time. Both of these books have been translated into Chinese, along with
Authenticity: What Consumers Really Want, which came out in 2007. My most recent
book was Infinite Possibility: Creating Customer Value on the Digital Frontier, which
came out in 2011 along with an Updated Edition of The Experience Economy.
As I roam the globe working with companies and countries (including to China a
number of times), I have rarely come across someone with the intelligent, insight, and
curiosity of Carl Rohde. I have worked with Dr. Rohde over the past few years in his
work as the founder and curator of Science of the Times where he time and time again
finds company exemplars that show the way into the future, lighting the way for others
to follow through the principles that he discerns and develops.
Dr. Rohde has always impressed me with the way he integrates thorough academic
research with smart innovative commercial projects and businesses. The scope of his
work with clients around the world is remarkable, but on top of all his academic and
business credentials, he is simply a pleasure to work with.
Therefore, I heartily recommend Carl Rohde for your professor position at Donghua
University.
Sincerely,

!

B. Joseph Pine II

Prof. dr Carl Rohde
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Jolanda Beerse
Top Productions
www.topproductions.nl

Prof. dr Carl Rohde
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!

Joost van Nispen

Recommendation of Prof Dr Carl Rohde for a Professorship at Donghua University
To Whom It May Concern:
Dear Sir / Madam:

ICEMD
www.icemd.com

As Chairman & CEO of ICEMD, The Institute for the Digital Economy at ESIC Business & Marketing
School (Madrid, Spain) and as Vice-Chairman of PEEAC, Pan European Education and Assessment
Committee of FEDMA, Federation of European Direct & Interactive Marketing (Brussels, European Union
Headquarters), I know and have worked with Prof. Rohde for several years now.
He has done presentations and lectures both at the Institute and at conferences we have organised or
participated in, both in Spain and the rest of Europe. We have also contracted Professor Rohde to deepen our
understanding of Coolhunting and Trendwatching techniques, in which he is an internationally acclaimed
leader.
Professor Rohde proved to be an effective teacher who received some of the most positive evaluations I
have ever seen in my tenure as Chairman of the Institute.
Prof. Rohde is not only an outstanding educator with an exceptional ability to share his knowledge and
inspire others, but also, first and foremost, a recognized expert in key aspects of the Digital Economy. His
profound understanding of the drivers of organizational success and how they will be impacted by future
macro – and micro trends has been an inspiration to us all.
What is more, Prof. Rohde is not just an accomplished academic but also a visionary leader, a creative
innovator in his field with a passionate dedication to advance his chosen discipline and to set new standards
for how coolhunting, trendwatching, marketing and business administration can be integrated in order to
build brands and transform organizations so they can be uniquely prepared to thrive in markets that are ever
more dynamic, transparent, mobile and social.
I am honoured to recommend Prof. Rohde for a Professorship at Donghua University.
Please feel free to contact me for any further information.
Sincerely

!
Joost van Nispen, Chairman & CEO, ICEMD, The Institute for the Digital Economy at ESIC Business &
Marketing School

El Instituto de Marketing Directo, S.A. • Avd. Valdenigrales, s/n
28223 Pozuelo de Alarcón • Madrid • T.+34 902 918 912 • www.icemd.com
Registro Mercantil de Barcelona, Hoja B 143291, Folio 96, Tomo 3977, Inscripción 1ª, CIF A61068706
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josh levine
Rebel Industries
www.rebelindustries.com
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Jurg van Vliet
30Mhz
www.30mhz.com

Prof. dr Carl Rohde
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Sant Pol de Mar, Barcelona, February 4rd, 2015

Lluis Serra
EUHT StPOL
www.santpol.edu.es

To Donghua University:

My name is Lluís Serra, CEO and Managing Director of Sant Pol’s University College of
Hospitality Management, located in Barcelona, Spain. We are a private institution
affiliated to the University of Girona, a public institution. Representing our prestigious
university college, I’m the Vicepresident of EUHOFA International (international
association of hotel schools directors) and a member of the executive board of “Hotel
Schools of Distinction”, a global network that represents some of the most prestigious
hospitality bachelor degrees.
I have the pleasure to personally know Mr. Carl Rohde. As one of the world’s experts
in trends and innovation, he visits our institution on an annual basis teaching a
seminar-class in trends in hospitality to our students of the bachelor and master’s
degrees in hospitality management. He has involved some of our teachers in his
international trends project, with the responsibility of continuing his work until his
next visit. His implication with the project is really important. He has motivated both
our students and professors in this innovative field in hunting trends.
Trends and Innovation projects are not only innovative on the educational dimension
but also on the research dimension. We are impressed by the international scope of
Professor Rohde’s work, as well as many commercial implications.
Therefore, I totally recommend Professor Rohde to Donghua University for both his
teaching experience and commercial value of his research in this innovative field.
In case you need further information, do not hesitate in contacting me.

Lluís Serra
Director
Sant Pol’s Hotel School

Prof. dr Carl Rohde
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LETTER	
  OF	
  RECOMMENDATION	
  FOR	
  PROFESSOR	
  CARL	
  ROHDE	
  

Luis Rasquilha
AYR
www.ayr-consulting.com

Brazil,	
  São	
  Paulo,	
  16th	
  of	
  January	
  2015	
  
	
  
LUIS	
   RASQUILHA,	
   CEO	
   at	
   AYR	
   ConsulEng	
   Worldwide	
   (with	
   oﬃces	
   in	
   Lisbon,	
   São	
   Paulo,	
   Miami	
   and	
  
local	
   partners	
   in	
   11	
   countries),	
   and	
   CEO	
   at	
   INOVA	
   Business	
   School	
   Brazil,	
   with	
   operaEons	
   in	
  
Campinas,	
   São	
   Paulo,	
   Goiânia,	
   Ribeirão	
   Preto,	
   Uberlândia	
   and	
   Rio	
   Preto,	
   Invited	
   professor	
   in	
  
several	
   Business	
   Schools	
   and	
   UniversiEes	
   in	
   Portugal,	
   France,	
   Belgium	
   and	
   Brazil,	
   with	
   18	
  
technical	
   books	
   published	
   came	
   to	
   the	
   renown	
   Donghua	
   University,	
   in	
   Shanghai,	
   China,	
   to	
  
recommend	
   Professor	
   Carl	
   Rohde	
   as	
   the	
   most	
   important	
   personality	
   in	
   the	
   Trends	
   Business	
  
worldwide.	
  
	
  
I	
   work	
   with	
   Professor	
   Carl	
   Rohde	
   for	
   over	
   a	
   decade,	
   in	
   Europe	
   and	
   Brazil,	
   developing	
   Trend	
  
Research	
   projects	
   for	
   leading	
   corporaEons,	
   and	
   helping	
   several	
   universiEes	
   developing	
   Trends	
  
contents	
  and	
  InnovaEon	
  projects.	
  	
  
	
  
Professor	
   Carl	
   Rohde	
   and	
   I	
   started	
   AYR	
   ConsulEng	
   together	
   and	
   today	
   Professor	
   Carl	
   Rohde’s	
  
knowledge	
  help	
  us	
  to	
  work	
  with	
  corporaEons	
  globally	
  like	
  L’Oreal,	
  Mapfre,	
  3M,	
  Hunter	
  Douglas,	
  
VW,	
  among	
  many	
  others,	
  and	
  other	
  several	
  Brazilian	
  and	
  Portuguese	
  Companies	
  and	
  UniversiEes.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
I	
   am	
   always	
   impressed	
   by	
   the	
   way	
   that	
   Professor	
   Carl	
   Rohde	
   combine	
   thorough	
   academic	
  
research	
  with	
  smart	
  opportuniEes	
  for	
  commercial	
  projects	
  and	
  businesses,	
  and	
  I	
  am	
  impressed	
  by	
  
the	
  scope	
  of	
  clients	
  he	
  work	
  with	
  internaEonally.	
  	
  
	
  
It’s	
  with	
  great	
  pleasure	
  and	
  respect	
  that	
  I	
  am	
  always	
  happy	
  to	
  work	
  with	
  Professor	
  Carl	
  Rohde	
  on	
  
his	
  projects	
  both	
  in	
  Europe	
  and	
  in	
  Brazil	
  and	
  that’s	
  why	
  I	
  strongly	
  recommend	
  him.	
  
	
  
With	
  my	
  best	
  regards	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Luís	
  Rasquilha	
  
CEO	
  AYRWW	
  +	
  INOVA	
  Business	
  School	
  
luis.rasquilha@ayrww.com	
  
luis.rasquilha@inovabs.com.br	
  
Skype:	
  lrasquilha	
  
+55	
  11	
  98560	
  7271	
  
+351	
  939	
  701	
  050	
  
hhp://www.slideshare.net/lrasquilha	
  
TEDx	
  Lisbon	
  2010	
  hhps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-‐KgoTngN3M	
  	
  
TEDx	
  OPorto	
  2013	
  hhps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DtneUeyzhHE	
  
IPAM	
  Open	
  Class	
  2014	
  hhps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKe9573mp4&feature=youtu.be	
  
Inova	
  Business	
  School	
  PresentaEon	
  hhps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-‐YDYkjOJYXM	
  
ExecuEve	
  MBA	
  Inova	
  Business	
  School	
  PresentaEon	
  hhps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwIStwnZ6k0	
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Marco Pedroni
università cattolica del sacro cuore
www.unicatt.it

To whom it may concern
at Donghua University, Shanghai, China

Dear Sir / Madame,
I am writing this recommendation letter to introduce my colleague Prof. Carl Rohde,
who I have been collaborating with for several years in the field of cultural
anthropology and in organizing worldwide empirical research.
First of all, let me spend some words about me. My name is Marco Pedroni and I am an
Italian academic sociologist working in the field of cultural sociology. I have got my
Ph.D. in Sociology and social research methodology at the Università Cattolica of
Milan, one of the most prestigious academies of my country.
I am currently a Researcher in the Sociology of Culture at the Università e-Campus
(Italy), Faculty of Psychology, and a collaborator of the Centre for the Study of Fashion
and Cultural Production (ModaCult) at the Università Cattolica of Milan.
I got the National Scientific Qualification as Associate Professor (disciplinary area:
Sociology of culture and communication).
Formerly I was a Research Fellow and an Adjunct Professor of Sociology of Culture at
the University of Bergamo, an Adjunct Professor of Communication Theory and
Sociology at the Politecnico of Milan, and a Post-doctoral Research Fellow in the
Sociology of Culture at the Università Cattolica of Milan.
I am currently working on the role of identity and storytelling in the social media, on the
themes of sharing and the collaborative economy, and on the cultural industries such as
fashion and gambling. But, above all, I have been working both theoretically and
empirically of trendwatching, which is the reason of my deep and fruitful cooperation
with Prof. Rohde.
I have taught as a Guest Lecturer for several courses and institutions, including the
London College of Fashion, the Milano Fashion Institute, the Marangoni Institute, the
Universidad of Sevilla, the Izmir University of Economics, and the Winchester School
of Art. This activity as Professor put me in the middle of a huge and influential
European network of fashion schools and fashion professionals.
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I am also the Editorial Assistant of the International Journal of Fashion Studies
published by Intellect Books. Through its social media channels the journal weekly
reaches more than 1,000 academics, that is a vaste percentage of the fashion scholars
working worldwide.

Marco Pedroni
università cattolica del sacro cuore
www.unicatt.it

My interest in fashion is indicated by the list of my publication, which include the
books Coolhunting (2010), Moda e arte (Fashion and Art, 2012) and From Production
to Consumption: The Cultural Industry of Fashion (Interdisciplinary, 2013). I published
several papers devoted to fashion in national and international peer-reviewed journals,
such as Poetics and Fashion Theory.
Such a teaching, publishing and researching experience put me in the middle of Italy’s
most important fashion university hub, with strong relationships with consolidated
European research centers and fashion universities such as the London College of
Fashion (UK). ModaCult, the research centre I have been working for more than a
decade, is strengthening this leading position by organizing paramount international
conferences such as Fashion Tales 2012 and Fashion Tales 2015-Feeding the
Imaginary. The latter is linked to the Expo 2015, the next scheduled Universal
Exposition, which will be hosted by Milan, Italy, between 1 May and 31 October 2015.
Having this background, I met Prof. Rohde a decade ago and I was immediately
fascinated by his approach. Rohde provides to students a solid methodological and
theoretical background, but at the same time his work is innovative and empirically
oriented. It has been written: «If I hear I forget, if I see I remember, if I do I learn».
Rohde perfectly shows how this approach works, since his students are required to work
on concrete and stimulating projects and produce results absolutely original and
challenging.
I invited Prof. Rohde to lecture my classes at the Università Cattolica of Milan and at
the Milano Fashion Institute (a consortium made up of the three most prestigious
universities of Milan, that is Cattolica, Bocconi and Politecnico).I and my universities
have been working with Rohde on Trends&Innovation projects for several years in a
successful way, both satisfying for the participating students and the teachers. regarding
the latter, Rohde did an excellent job in «teaching the teachers», as my colleagues and I
learnt from him the most innovative techniques in the analysis of both fashion and
cultural trends.
The Trends&Innovation projects are not only innovative on the educational dimension
but also on the research dimension, as shown by the fact that many commercial
companies are interested in the results that the joint work of Carl ann me produced over
the last years. In other words, Rohde’s value must be understood not only in academiceducational terms, but also by considering its enormous business potential for fashion
and all the fields producing innovative goods and services.
I am further impressed by the international scope of prof Rohde’s work as his network
includes 30 universities in 20 cities and 4 continents. I personally experienced the
power of this networking by organizing the Trends&Innovation fieldwork non only in
my country, but also in Spain and Turkey. Such a wide and international network serves
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the scope of «connecting the dots», that is to collect empirical evidence in the most
innovative cities of the world and forecasting the future trends by comparing analogies
and differences with a sociological and anthropological approach. Unless I met and
studies many innovative trendwatching companies in the last few years, I have never
found such and innovative and clever research method.

Marco Pedroni
università cattolica del sacro cuore
www.unicatt.it

Last, but not least, is must be said that Prof. Rohde has got a solid international
reputation and the ability to reach the goals he is required to achieve. This is due to the
self-denial he shows when working, to the passion for what he does, and also to the
loyalty he shows toward his colleagues and the institutions and companies that trust
him.
If required, I will be more than glad to provide further information about Prof. Rohde.

My best regards

Dr. Marco Pedroni, Ph.D.

ModaCult
Università Cattolica di Milano
Largo A. Gemelli 1
20123 Milano, Italy
marco.pedroni@unicatt.it
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Maria Rosaria
Comune di Milano
www.comune.milano.it
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To Whom It May Concern

14 January 2015

Subject: Letter of Recommendation – Professor Doctor Carl Rohde

Mark Salman
Bakery Initiatives
www.bakery-initiatives.com

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This purpose of this letter is to share my appreciation of prof.doc. Rohde with whomever is interested to
understand the stature as well as depth of knowledge of prof.doc. Carl.
I have met him on a business trip to the Netherlands and was completely overtaken by his knowledge of
the world and specific verticals that he has become an expert in,
I personally am a citizen of Lebanon and USA and have lived in many countries throughout my 55 years
of existence, founded 6 companies and served on many company boards, but have rarely met people of
prof. doc.Rohde exceptional merits and abilities.
Having worked with him on a few project in the Middle East, I have come to experience first-hand his
knowledge and ability to work on projects that are related to Trends & Innovation, as it relates to Fast
Moving Consumer Goods in general and Bakery products in particular,
I was always impressed by the way he was able to combine theoretical but thorough academic research
and applied it in a smart & innovative manner when dealing with real and challenging word of
businesses.
Needless to say that the extent of his client’s diverse background and multiple disciplines
internationally, are additional testament to his exceptional qualities and I will be very happy to work
with him again and again in the future.
Sincerely,

Mark M. Salman
Managing Director

Bakery Initiatives HQ | P.O. Box 70 | 5324 ZH Ammerzoden - HOLLAND
Bakery Initiatives DMCC | P. O. Box 213842 | Dubai – UAE
www.bakery-initiatives.com
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São Paulo, January 15, 2015

To Whom It May Concern:

Paulo Al Assal
BR Culture
www.brculture.com/

Dear Sirs,
My name is Paulo Al Assal.
I am currently CEO at BR Culture, a brand strategy & innovation consultancy and
partner at UVXZ, a strategic design agency. Both located in São Paulo, Brazil.
Before BR Culture and UVXZ, I was founder at Voltage, a prestigious trends &
innovation agency for 7 years. Later I sold Voltage to a local corporate group.
In fact, that’s where I met prof. dr. Rohde where he helped me develop Voltage and its
methodologies. Prof. dr. Rohde has always been an inspiration to me and if it wasn't
for him and his expertise, Voltage would not have been as successful as it was.
He combines thorough academic research with smart insights for business innovations
and he has always impressed me by his international achievements and clients and
partner’s portfolio.
I admire prof. dr. Rohde as a mentor, a professor, business innovator and as a human
being.
I was very fortunate to have met and worked closely with him.
I highly recommend any type of business relationship with prof. dr. Rohde.
Sincerely yours,

Paulo Al Assal | CEO
Tel. 55 11 3044-1891 | Cel. 55 11 98124-0071
www.brculture.com.br
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Pieter Bon
Fontys
www.fontys.nl
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Roberta Crespi
università cattolica del sacro cuore
www.unicatt.it
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Susanne Stolte
Hotelschool The Hague
www.hotelschool.nl
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